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When new “disruptive” technology enters the market, it is not uncommon for
there to be some initial scepticism, especially when the implications seem
too good to be true. But as time passes and the new technology becomes
proven beyond all reasonable doubt, the only barrier to adoption becomes
an awareness of the opportunity and benefits that are being missed.
Since the initial release of Compleat e-invoicing in 2014, Compleat already
processes over £7bn per annum of invoice value for our eCompleat and
iCompleat customers and adoption is driving c. 10% compound growth
per month of the value of the invoices we process. These volumes clearly
demonstrate that this technology works as advertised, delivering far faster
and more productive processes and real time access to these invoices by
anyone that needs to know.
The purpose of this document is to explain in detail how the process works
and highlight the unquestionable benefits that the Compleat e-Invoice as a
Service represents for every business.
We also focus on the implications our technologies have on what has
become legacy Optical Character Recognition (OCR)* and document
management solutions and provide a more detailed understanding of both
why and how our unique offering has become so successful.
Compleat e-Invoice as a Service provides the most accurate, robust and costeffective approach to permanently removing all paper invoices on arrival,
precipitating a level of automation and productivity increases that are simply
too significant to be ignored.
* Compleat has and continues to utilise OCR technologies over the past 8 years (both our own and existing OCR deployments of our customers) to generate
e-Invoices, so we speak with some authority on the advantages of the new technologies!
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What is electronic invoicing (e-invoicing)?
The objective of Compleat e-Invoicing as a Service is to remove all the paper from the purchase
invoice capture and approval, as well as cut manual data entry and filing from the process.
An e-invoice is the automatic generation of a digital version of every invoice, irrespective of how
the invoice was initially received (paper, emailed PDF, Word, Excel, .txt etc.). Ideally, the creation
of the e-invoice should take place the moment an invoice is received as it enables the maximum
level of automation possible for every step that follows, delivering very significant productivity
gains and a far more robust and fully auditable process.

e-invoice
e-invoice
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The e-invoice data (plus the readable image / PDF) is captured and retain (for 7 years) all of the
information required for HMRC e-invoice regulations. There is no requirement to maintain a
paper copy, removing filing work and freeing up floor space used for storage.
The growing universal adoption of emailing invoices as a PDF over the past 5 years delivers
a fundamental benefit in both the accuracy and speed of processing an invoice to deliver the
e-invoice. A .PDF contains all the invoice data in digital format, which enables easier, faster and
critically, extremely accurate e-Invoices, especially when compared to trying to re-constitute
digital information by “reading” a scanned paper invoice using OCR. We know that if you ask
your suppliers to send their invoice via email as a PDF, most organisation can achieve 95% of
invoices arriving this way, leaving OCR to deal with the tiny minority of paper invoices.
Where compared to an automated e-invoice capture and approval process, manual invoice
processes are slow and laborious, where invoices are mislaid, unproductive in managing
supplier queries and credit control calls, allow accidental duplicate payments and are far more
susceptible to fraud.
Compleat e-Invoicing as a Service changes that.
The e-invoice automatically generates the relevant eCompleatInvoice approval transaction
containing all the relevant invoice data (with the associated invoice PDF attached), undertakes
a fully automated reconciliation with the relevant purchase order or goods receipt note (GRN),
followed by the appropriate approval process. It is also automatically posted to your accounting
or ERP application on final approval.

Our unique, flexible approach, ensures the most invoices via e-invoicing and
guarantees the highest supplier adoption rate.
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What are the benefits of e-invoicing?
Manual invoice capture and approval processes tend to reflect whatever
methodology is preferred by each company, ranging from very simplistic
methods through to very robust and structured processes. The more secure
and robust your manual process, the more labour intensive it becomes and
therefore the higher the productivity gains achievable.
e-Invoicing is transforming accounts payable processes. Every invoice is
captured on receipt and the exact status of each transaction is instantly
available to everyone who needs to know. An e-invoice can never get
lost; it shortens the approval process to a matter of hours or even minutes
and all invoice queries are managed through to a successful conclusion.
Invoice accruals are maintained in real time for faster month end closes
and everyone has a single real time view of the status of every invoice
transaction (including payment status) to cut down the endless queries.
It is simply a far better way of working and saves everyone involve a huge
amount of time and ensuring that suppliers can be paid on time.
Compleat only on-boards a supplier once and the supplier becomes
available for every other one of our customers who use this service. More
important, by aggregating the invoices of multiple customers, it enables us
to deliver the service at a very competitive cost and usually considerably
less than the OCR technologies we are replacing.

e-Invoicing as a service is better than OCR
Compleat e-invoicing is replacing OCR implementations. OCR vendors quote up to c. 97% accuracy, reflecting 3% of information is either
missing or incorrect. Each company must then dedicate a resource to the supplier on-boarding process, then undertake validate to ensure the
information of each invoice is both complete and correct. Compleat removes the requirements for ALL this work and the cost associated with it.
Besides, most invoices today are not in a paper format, as between 60% - 95% of all invoices are already received via email as a .PDF, but you
probably print the emailed PDF invoices out to start your manual approval process!
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Every invoice can be processed by Compleat e-Invoicing as a Service
Compleat processes supplier e-invoices (EDI), output from OCR applications, emailed
PDF, Word, Excel, text transactions, .htm / .html and ZIP files and scanned paper
invoices – in other words, every invoice format. This includes single PDF’s that include
multiple invoices, multiple page invoices, foreign currency and language invoices and
dozens of other variations on the theme. When we encounter a new format, it is simply
added to the list of supported documents, without your intervention and without cost
to you. The more we add, the better our service becomes for all.
Compleat e-invoicing delivers an accurate process
The Compleat e-invoicing process delivers 99.999% accuracy for every transaction
processed. This is achieved by a thorough and comprehensive validation process that
includes over 20 different activities, from simple ones such as do the Net VAT and
Gross values reconcile, to more sophisticated tests such as whether the bank account
details (account and sort code) match those held within your accounting software. Our
methodology is far more robust and thorough than your current manual data entry
process, significantly reducing the likelihood of a mistake and proactively protecting
against fraud.
Save a tremendous amount of time
A detailed study of the accounts payable process shows that around 70% of the
time to process each transaction is taken up with the management of the piece of
paper. For most organisations, that represents a cost of between £1.40 and £2.80 per
transaction undertaking manual tasks that add zero value to the business. Automating
the process will save a great deal of money, whilst releasing staff resources for more
productive work.
Comply with HMRC and VAT regulations
We retain the data for a minimum of seven years and comply with HMRC or VAT
e-invoicing regulations.
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How does e-Invoicing work?
Ask your suppliers to email you their invoices

EMAIL
e-invoice

All you need to do is ask your suppliers to email PDF invoices. A PDF generated by an accounting / ERP system contains all the electronic
data required to “render” the readable copy of the invoice. Compleat e-invoicing extracts this data and reformats it to create the structure
e-Invoice XML transaction. We also accommodate document formats such as XML, EDI, HTML and provide a cloud-based OCR service for
those who are unable to move away from paper. We can also capture, and process emailed .PDF invoices forwarded by our customers,
often being the first step whilst you build confidence in our processes.
Paper invoices are bundled on receipt and then scanned to generate a single PDF of multiple invoices. All modern scanning equipment
includes the ability to be programmed to undertake this process and automatically email the PDF to our portal. We use our technology to
separate the invoices into individual supplier invoice PDF’s and then undertake the OCR digital processing.
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Let us “on-board” your suppliers
To enable an e-invoice to be generated accurately for each new supplier who uses our service, we carry out “supplier on-boarding”. It is the
process where we quantify where the information is within the electronic data of the PDF to reformat it into an e-invoice. Unlike most of our
competitor’s offerings, Compleat undertakes all the “on-boarding” work as part of our service, removing all this work from our customers.
Every new supplier goes through the on-boarding process and we then manually enter the first five invoices of each supplier to validate the
electronic data captured ensuring the process is successful and accurate. If we receive a PDF from a supplier that does not contain data, it
is automatically treated as a scanned paper invoice. If we are unable to physically read a scanned paper invoice (e.g. very poor image) after
three attempts, it is automatically downloaded into eCompleat invoice register as a blank transaction, with the PDF attached, for entry by
your own staff.

CAPTURE

Capture the information directly from your invoices
Compleat e-invoicing technology captures the data within the PDF invoice so that upon receipt of the invoice, the invoice data is
automatically mapped, validated and converted into an e-invoice structure to enable the transaction to be delivered directly into the
eCompleat invoice register, without touch. Once a supplier has been on-boarded, the time from the email being received to the e-invoice
transaction being available for automated download is measured in fractions of a second.

97%

of all transactions received are
downloaded into our invoice
automation solution within 10
minutes of receipt.

99%

of all transactions are
processed within one
working day.

100%

are processed within 3 working
days (reflecting the “one-off”
new supplier on-boarding /
validation process).

Compleat automatically checks for duplicate invoice numbers and will only process one transaction. The second transaction is retained (but
not processed) for future reference / audit trial and highlighted as a duplicate.
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TRACK

e-invoice

Track the location of an invoice throughout the approval process

e-invoice

e-invoice

Each processed invoice is automatically downloaded and captured within our application and then tracked throughout the approval process,
with time and date stamp providing a permanent audit trail. Once received, it is impossible to “lose” an invoice transaction and we provide
both automated and personal “nudges” to keep the approval wheels turning. On final approval, the invoice is automatically posted to your
accounting or ERP software without touch. We also provide the ability to include the real-time payment status for every transaction.
The reasons for this approach are simple. Our methodologies ensure a successful process every time, delivering a “single view of the truth”
on the exact status of every invoice to everyone that needs to know, from any connected device 24x7. It is simply a better way of working.

e-invoice

SUPPLIER
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How to get started
Get started in two easy steps
Compleat e-Invoicing as a Service delivers
all e-invoices with almost zero contribution
of time or resources of your staff. The only
actions required are you have implemented our
eCompleat application, then
1.

Ask your suppliers to send their invoices
via email as a PDF or simply forward supplier
emailed PDF invoices sent direct to you to
the email address we provide

• or forward the emailed .PDF invoices you
receive to the e-invoicing portal email
address
2.
Scan the paper invoices on arrival and
email the resulting PDF to the email address
we provide
Job done- you have achieved a 100%
paperless process
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What does it cost
We have customers that process 1,000 invoices per annum and other
processing 250,000 invoices per annum, so it is impractical to charge
for the software. Instead, we charge per transaction processed. To keep
administration costs to a minimum, each customer pre-purchases a
Transaction Credit (usually one year of transactions) and then buys more when
these are consumed.
Transaction credits
Transaction credits remain valid for a minimum of 5 years. The cost per
transaction reduces as the value of the pre-purchased transaction credit
increases. It is quite common for customers to buy multiple years in advance
to get a lower cost on every transaction processed.
Prices start at £0.40p per invoice processed and reduce to £0.20p for higher
value pre-purchased transaction credit values
Document Management
Comprehensive Document Management is incorporated within our
applications and is free of charge.
A document management process is limited to just the information available
on the invoice and associated documents. Compleat captures this information,
plus all the additional information including who approved the invoice, when
it was approved, full general ledger analysis, currency, VAT rates, values
etc. Because Compleat holds far more granular information than document
management systems, it provides a more sophisticated solution, more
comprehensive search capabilities and includes drill down to the invoice
image from any connected device.
Dashboards & Reporting
The Dashboard and Reporting functionality is available to every user free of
charge. As important, the Compleat security system will only allow a user to
see the information that relates to them.
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About Compleat Software
Compleat Software is a leading provider of smart spend software available for businesses of all sizes. The powerful, modular software empowers businesses to eliminate paper,
unite finance, procurement and budget holders and gain an accurate, real-time view of company finances and budget availability. Offering the next generation of purchasing and
budget management automation at an affordable cost, this “purchase to pay” software delivers a single seamless, paperless process that incorporates e-invoicing, purchase invoice
approval, purchase order and receipting, employee expenses, contract management with comprehensive dashboards and reporting for every user.
For further information, please visit www.compleatsoftware.com. Follow Compleat on Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn for the latest news & insights.

/compleatsoftware
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